COVID 19 SAFETY @ Barley Meadow
During the Coronavirus/COVID-19 outbreak we are implementing additional measures to try
and ensure the safety of us and you, our campers. PLEASE READ THIS CAREFULLY and follow
the guidance in addition to any guidance from government as it is announced/published.
Amenity Block
These are shared facilities and without doubt present the greatest opportunity to spread the coronavirus at our site. We will deep
clean the block twice daily (11am and 6pm), as well as inspect/ Supplementary clean in-between times.
• If you have your own facilities, please use them wherever possible
• If the showers and toilet cubicles are in use, PLEASE WAIT OUTSIDE or come back later
• Ideally do not queue, but if you do maintain a 2M gap outside the toilet towards the road (not the washing up sinks)
• Please do not use the middle sink, only a maximum of 2 people to use the outer sinks at any one time to maintain a social
distance
• Avoid obvious busy times, try and spread out use of the facilities accordingly
• Wash your hands BEFORE and AFTER using the toilet
• Leave the windows open (or on vent) to ensure maximum ventilation inside
• DO NOT enter while cleaning is in progress please
Washing up stations
Although these facilities are open (and will be cleaned twice daily) we recommend use of your own facilities where possible. If you
do use the shared washing up sinks, we recommend you clean the sinks/taps before use with a suitable disinfectant/cleaner and
ideally clean after use too.
Water Taps
We recommend you wear disposable gloves or wash your hands thoroughly after use. We will clean the shared taps at least daily.
On serviced pitches taps will be cleaned between changeovers only.
Shop/Reception
Only one person at a time in the shop please, there is a hand sanitizer at the door which we ask you use upon entering. Try and
observe the 2M marker at the payment counter.
Pitching – Social Distance
We already have a minimum 3M gap between all pitches but please ensure you respect other people’s pitches and their own social
distance zone by not crossing through occupied pitches, for example walk to the toilet block by using the roads and NOT by walking
across occupied pitches. We realise this is not ideal, but these are exceptional times and we want everyone to feel safe on their
pitches. Please make sure children also follow this guidance.
Laundry & Ice Block Freezer
The laundry is open (washing machine and dryer), there is a hand sanitizer to use as you enter.
Sorry, the freezer for ice blocks will NOT be used during these times for hygiene reasons.
Games Room
We have taken the unfortunate decision to close the games room, to access the defibrillator inside the games room there is a breakglass key on the door.
Chemical Toilet disposal
It is recommended you wear gloves or use the hand sanitizer after using this facility. Be VERY CAREFUL of splashes particularly into
your eyes/nose/mouth, the use of a face mask or splash guard (visor) may be advisable.
Visitors
To limit the number of people onsite we are not allowing visitors to site at this time.
If you become unwell whilst onsite
If you become unwell and suspect you may have symptoms of covid-19 you must follow gov guidance and call 111 immediately (999
in an emergency). You (and your party) must stay isolated in your own camping unit and please notify us with urgency of the
situation by calling us on 01647 40 30 20.

